GLOBAL CROSSROADS

ALPHABET OF COUNTRIES: International students from 82 countries ranging from Argentina to China to Japan to Qatar to Zimbabwe enrolled at the University of Colorado Denver | Anschutz Medical Campus in Fall 2021.

TOTAL INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ACROSS ALL PROGRAMS UNDERGRADUATE 962 GRADUATE 635
1,597

CHINA 681
INCLUDING 601 ICB STUDENTS IN BEIJING & 29 ICB STUDENTS IN DENVER

THE INTERSECTION OF EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

Source: University of Colorado Denver, Office of Institutional Research & Effectiveness
Countries shown in color have students enrolled at the University of Colorado Denver | Anschutz Medical Campus.
Includes all non-resident International students enrolled at the ESL Academy and International College Beijing students in Beijing, CN.
All numbers represent Fall 2021 census as of mid-September.